M. Hirsch and independently H. Glover have shown that a closed ¿-connected smooth «-manifold M embeds in R2n~> if Mo immerses in A*""*-1, jè2k and 2/gra -3. Here Mo denotes M minus the interior of a smooth disk. In this note we prove the converse and show also that the isotopy classes of embeddings of M in i?a"-»' are in one-one correspondence with the regular homotopy classes of immersions of Mo in Rin~i~l, j^2k -l and 2j%.n-4.
1. Introduction. Let Mot. a closed ¿-connected smooth w-manifold and let M0 denote M minus the interior of a smooth disk. Hirsch [ö] and Glover [2] have shown that if embeds in Z?2"-Jif Af0 immerses in R2n~i~1,j^2k and 2j^n -3. In this note we will apply the technique of [2 ] to prove (1.1) Theorem. Suppose j¿2k and 2j^n -3. Then M embeds in R2"-' if and only if M0 immerses in R2n~'~l.
(1.2) Theorem. Suppose j^2k -i and 2j¿n-4.
Thereis a one-one correspondence between the isotopy classes of embeddings of M in R2n~' and the regular homotopy classes of immersions of Mo in R**~i~1.
For k>0, these extend results of Haefliger and Hirsch [5] over a range of (k -l)-dimensions.
Let v denote a normal »w-plane bundle over AI, m>n, v0 its restriction to Mo and ^oO' + l) the associated bundle with fibre Vm,m-n+j+i. According to Hirsch (see [7, Theorem 1.2] ), the regular homotopy classes of immersions of Mo in Z?2"-/-1 are in one-one correspondence with the vertical homotopy classes of sections to v0(j+l), which we denote by C(v0(j+1)). In §5 we will show that C(vo(j+l)) Proof. We have
Then by Poincaré duality and (2.3) we have
3. Equivariant maps. In this section we will record a few facts about equivariant maps which will be needed later. If X and Y are spaces with an involution, let E(X, Y) denote the set of equivariant homotopy classes of equivariant maps from X to F. We will now apply a construction of Glover [2] . Notice that Theorems (1.1) and (1.2) now follow from the work of Haefliger [3] and Haefliger and Hirsch [4] .
5. Proof of (1.3). This is proved by applying the following lemma to^O'+l). 
